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is a CAM fully integrated into SOLIDWORKS, controlling 4-axis CNC milling machines and 3-axis CNC lathes. Benefits of the FUTUROSCRIPT CAM system for users Creation of a fully
integrated electronic CAM according to DEMO and SCA-DEMO. BINARY KM-programs capable of performing technological calculations for turning centers with CNS for products with
parallel, sequential and differential spindles; Execution of all mechanisms of the 1st and 2nd accuracy class. Programmable manipulators of the type 0...125 and 1...250 mm, which can be used
to create products with a thickness of the working part up to 200 mm with subsequent processing on universal centers; Possibility of processing products with surface roughness Ra â‰¤
0.0315, both with end and end shaped plates.Permissible sizes of grinding wheels along the outer and inner contours of the bed are 150, 250 and 350 mm, respectively; Presentation of a product
or part on the screen in the form of a 2D model and 3D collages using 3D CAM; CAM allows processing products with simultaneous 2D and 3D positioning; Permissible workpiece thickness
up to 500 mm and hard-to-weld materials; Ensuring work with mass products with the control of a lathe from a single software module; Installation of various types of mechanization to
perform a limited number of operations (milling in one plane, drilling; on coordinate guides or on a faceplate), starting with a tool, ending with coordinate measuring tools (Bolts, Inserts);
Monooperational processing of products with CPD and spindle centers; Single operator control and multi-position multi-function processing; Flexible data exchange system for working with
the software "Lathe with ChRMSH" and "Tractor IS"; Integration with CAM software packages and CNC systems; High-performance multiprocessor computer and control system; Indications
for work on machines with ChChMSh Main drive power Powerful power tools, up to 12mm offset
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